Member Search: The capability to search for a Member/Individual/Volunteer is available on:

1) The Detail Dashboard – provides member contact details for your OU
2) The Volunteer Positions and Volunteer History Dashboards – provide volunteer contact details and positions held

These dashboards make it easy to search and locate a member by entering data in either one or all three of the following fields: Member/Customer #, Last Name, and First Name. Screenshots follow.

OU ANALYTICS – MEMBER SEARCH
(Available on Detail Dashboard)
OU ANALYTICS – MEMBER SEARCH – DETAIL DASHBOARD
BY MEMBER/CUSTOMER #, FIRST NAME OR LAST NAME FILTERS

TO PERFORM A MEMBER SEARCH:

SELECT THE DETAIL DASHBOARD

ENTER MEMBER/CUSTOMER #, FIRST NAME OR LAST NAME
OU ANALYTICS – MEMBER/VOLUNTEER SEARCH
All Organizational Units
(Available on Volunteer Positions Dashboards)
TO PERFORM A MEMBER SEARCH FOR MEMBERS WHO HOLD VOLUNTEER POSITIONS IN IEEE ORGANIZATION UNITS:

ENTER MEMBER/CUSTOMER #, MEMBER/CUSTOMER FIRST OR LAST NAME TO VIEW THE VOLUNTEER POSITIONS HELD BY A PARTICULAR MEMBER.
MEMBER SEARCH - VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
IN RELATED ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS
MEMBER SEARCH - VOLUNTEER POSITIONS – IN RELATED ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS
BY MEMBER/CUSTOMER # OR FIRST NAME AND LAST NAME FILTERS

TO PERFORM A MEMBER SEARCH FOR MEMBERS WHO HOLD VOLUNTEER POSITIONS IN RELATED ORGANIZATION UNITS:

ENTER MEMBER/CUSTOMER #, MEMBER/CUSTOMER FIRST OR LAST NAME TO VIEW THE VOLUNTEER POSITIONS HELD BY A PARTICULAR MEMBER
MEMBER SEARCH - VOLUNTEER POSITIONS

VOLUNTEER HISTORY

- Overview of geographic organizational unit members and participants
- Overview of students by geographic organizational unit and educational institution
- Current organizational unit volunteers including volunteer history
- Memberships, subscriptions, and participations by region, grade, gender, years of service, and renewal category
- Overlapping memberships of organizational units
- Geographic display of organizational units and counts
MEMBER SEARCH - VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
VOLUNTEER HISTORY
BY MEMBER/CUSTOMER #, FIRST NAME OR LAST NAME FILTERS

TO PERFORM A MEMBER SEARCH FOR A MEMBER’S VOLUNTEER HISTORY (CURRENT AND FORMER POSITIONS)

ENTER MEMBER/CUSTOMER # OR MEMBER/CUSTOMER FIRST OR LAST NAME TO VIEW THE VOLUNTEER POSITIONS HELD BY A PARTICULAR MEMBER